Economics 326  
Economics of Developing Countries  
Spring 2022

Instructor  
Professor Lori Beaman  
Kellogg Global Hub, Room 3377 (2211 Campus Drive)  
l-beaman@northwestern.edu  
Lectures: TTh 12:30pm-1:50pm  
Office hours: Fridays 12:30pm-1:50pm in person, 3-4pm via Zoom, or by appointment

Teaching Assistant  
Tai Lam  
tai.lam@u.northwestern.edu  
Office hours: Mondays 12-1:30pm and Wednesdays 3:30-5pm  
TA section: Only meeting on Fridays 1-1:50pm on April 22nd and May 20th

Course Description  
Welcome to Econ 326! In this course, we will explore together the underlying reasons why many countries are currently underdeveloped and the implications for individuals’ well-being. The focus of the course is the study of microeconomic issues in development: the institutions and structure of markets in developing countries. We will ask such questions as “Do the poor under-invest in education and health?” and “Can public policy be used to improve the well-being of people living in developing countries?” Other topics include credit and microfinance, insurance, and corruption. We will combine insights from economic theory and empirical analysis using data from low income countries to investigate these questions.

Topics  
Development is a large field. Out of necessity, we will need to focus the class on certain aspects of development. This course will focus on major topics in the microeconomics of development with an emphasis on empirics. The course Econ 325 entitled Economic Growth and Development which focuses on saving, capital accumulation, technological change, structural change, demographic transition, and income distribution. Therefore, we will not cover growth theory or cross-country inequality in this course. We will focus instead on issues related to human development, including education, nutrition and health; formal and informal risk-coping mechanisms, savings, credit and microfinance; and finally gender and development, corruption and community participation.

Prerequisites  
Econ 281, 310-1, and 310-2.

Grading  
Grading for this class will be based on 4 assignments, 2 short reading responses, 1 midterm, and a final exam. The problem sets will count for 30%, the reading responses and class participations will constitute 5%, the midterm will count for 30%, and the final exam 35%.

The date of the midterm is April 28, during our normal meeting time. The final exam is during class on Wednesday May 31.
Readings and Textbook
The main readings of the courses will be covered by the following texts:

- *Portfolios of the Poor* by Daryl Collins, Jonathan Morduch, Stuart Rutherford and Orlanda Ruthven
- *Development Economics* by Debraj Ray
- Readings, both academic papers, policy papers and media pieces, available online.

You are not required to purchase the Ray textbook. I have requested to have it on e-reserve through Canvas.

All the links in the syllabus work as of this writing (most can be found on JSTOR, Google scholar, or other online sources, such as the authors’ websites.) Northwestern covers subscription fees to access these resources. However, you will need to be on campus or access the internet via Northwestern using a VPN.

Readings with a * are required while the remaining articles are recommended.

Assignments
Econometrics is a prerequisite for this class. However, we will spend some time at the beginning of the quarter to review some basic econometrics. You will also be asked to use either the statistical program Stata in the assignments for the course or R. Stata can be purchased at a reduced student rate through the Stata Grad Plan or is accessible in all of the lab workstations and public workstations in the University Library. If you purchase Stata, get either Stata/IC or Stata/SE but not Small Stata. You may also access Stata remotely by requesting an individual account at NUworkspace: [http://nuworkspace.northwestern.edu/request-an-account/](http://nuworkspace.northwestern.edu/request-an-account/). R is freely available.

Assignments are due at the beginning of the class. The 4 assignments will be due on the following dates, and the problem sets will be distributed at least one week in advance:

- Problem Set 1: due April 14
- Problem Set 2: due April 21
- Problem Set 3: due May 12
- Problem Set 4: due May 24

Collaboration with others is allowed and encouraged, but the work you submit should reflect a good deal of individual effort. Each individual should turn in a problem set and indicate with whom he/she/they worked.

Reading Responses
You will be asked to provide 2 reading responses this quarter. The reading response should be 1 paragraph (200-300 words) on chapter 3 and chapter 5 of *Portfolios of the Poor*. The response should be turned in at the start of class the day we first cover material related to that chapter. As you will see, *Portfolios of the Poor* uses qualitative and quantitative methods to examine how the poor use financial instruments to manage their lives. The reading responses should comment on one type of behavior described in the chapter – ideally corresponding to a case study (a particular family or individual in the sample) – which is either inconsistent with economic theory you have learned thus far at
Northwestern or is an excellent example of classic economic theory. We will discuss this more in detail in class, but this is an opportunity for me to get to know all students better.

Reading responses will be due:
- Chapter 3: May 3
- Chapter 5: May 10

Course policies

- Requests for re-grading: Re-grade requests should be submitted in writing (by email) to me within a week from when we return your work.
- Contacting me: Please use email if you’d like to reach me! I don’t check messages on Canvas regularly, so will not see any messages you post there.

College/university policies

- Students with documented disabilities: Any student with a verified disability requiring special accommodations should speak to AccessibilityNU and provide documentation to me as early as possible in the quarter, ideally in the first week, to arrange appropriate accommodation. All discussions with me and with AccessibleNU will remain confidential.
- Academic integrity: Suspicion of academic integrity violations will be referred immediately to the Academic Dean’s office; University rules prohibit subsequent discussion of the situation with the student. Northwestern University’s understanding and expectations in regard to issues of academic honesty are articulated in the Undergraduate Catalog. While you are a Northwestern student, you will be treated as an adult and will be held accountable for your actions; consequently you are expected to know and abide by the rules of the institution. It is important that you read and understand the ethical use of information (see Academic Integrity at Northwestern: A Basic Guide). Whether intentional or not, improper use of materials can be considered a violation of academic honesty. For example, you should not refer to prohibited materials (notes, another student’s exam, a calculator) during an exam, alter an exam for re-grading, or fabricate excuses or lie in connection with your academic work. If you are unsure as to what is permissible, please consult us, because ignorance is not a valid excuse.

Recorded lectures

Class sessions for this course will occur in person. Lectures will be recorded and made available to students on a case by case basis: please email the instructor to request access to the recordings. The goal is for everyone to attend classes regularly so we can have engaging conversations during class time.
- Recording by Students
Unauthorized student use of classroom recordings — including distributing or posting them — or other academic activities (including office hours on Zoom) is prohibited. Unauthorized recording is unethical and may also be a violation of University policy and state law. Students requesting the use of assistive technology as an accommodation should contact ANU.
Schedule of lectures

1. **Background: March 31**

   *Portfolios of the Poor (POP), Ch 1

2. **Empirical Methods: April 5**

   *Ray, Appendix 2.3


3. **Poverty traps: April 7**

   *Ray pp. 272-281, 489-504


4. **Income and Nutrition: April 12**


5. The Health and Education Interrelationship: April 14


Optional review of policy impact of research: Deworming to increase school attendance

6. Education: April 19 and 21

Returns to education: April 19


Quality of education and COVID impacts: April 21


7. Behavioral economics and Development: April 26


*J-PAL Briefcase: A Well-Timed Nudge

Midterm: April 28

8. Risk: May 3

*Ray, Ch. 15


*POP, Ch 3 – reading response due!

9. Savings and Mobile Money: May 5

*POP Ch. 4


IGC Brief on mobile money [https://www.theigc.org/reader/regulating-mobile-money-support-scale/](https://www.theigc.org/reader/regulating-mobile-money-support-scale/)

10. Credit: May 10 and 12 (2 lectures)

May 10: Credit Market Frictions and Informal Credit

*POP, Ch. 2 and 5 – chapter 5 reading response due!

*Ray, Ch. 14


May 12: Microfinance

*POP, Ch. 6 and 7
*Banerjee and Duflo, Chapter 7


11. Environment: May 17 Guest lecture by Dr. Lauriane Yehouenou


12. Cash transfers and Graduating the Ultra Poor: May 19


13. Gender Inequality: May 24


14. Corruption: May 26


Final: May 31